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Comments “On EBA’s Consultation Paper “On prudent valuation under Article 105(14) of Regu-
lation (EU) 575/2013 (CRR)” (EBA/CP/2013/28) 

On 10 July 2013, the European Banking Authority (EBA) published its Consultation Paper “On prudent 

valuation under Article 105(14) of Regulation (EU) 575/2013 (Capital Requirements Regulation – CRR)”. 

We appreciate the present opportunity to submit our comments. 

I. General Comments 

We welcome the differentiation pursuant to which smaller banks shall be able to apply a Simplified Ap-

proach when calculating “Additional Valuation Adjustments (AVAs)”. However, the requirements which the 

Consultation Paper (CP) proposes for all banks exceeding the threshold can only be implemented at major 

costs. The EBA should thus allow sufficient time for implementing the rules by stipulating a transitional 

period. Otherwise, in the absence of such a transitional period, upon the final publication of the standard 

by the Commission, there would merely remain but 20 days for the implementation of these complex 

processes.  

In order to accommodate the dynamic nature of trading book positions, Article 105 requests the prudent 

valuation for fair value positions of the trading book. As a consequence, adjustments are proposed which 

were specifically designed for positions with a brief holding period. However, Article 34 by way of analogy 

requests haircuts for all fair value assets i.e. also for available for sale assets and assets in the fair value 

option. In practice, a number of assets and liabilities which are accounted for at fair value are not ear-

marked for a sale (assets) or buyback (liabilities) in the near future. Hence, the requirements stipulated 

for short holding periods can either not be applied at all or can only be applied to a limited extent.   

In our understanding, Articles 34 and 105 signify that the financial liabilities and derivatives which are 

used for hedge account purposes are not subject to AVAs because they are not covered by the regulatory 

scope of said CRR articles. We kindly request a clarification that the following positions shall not be sub-

ject to AVAs:  

• Financial liabilities measured at fair value through profit and loss, which are not contained in the 

trading book: 

- designated in order to avoid an accounting mismatch; 

- for which the fair value of the embedded derivative cannot be measured separately; 

- which are held-for-trading, but are not part of the trading book (typical example: positions that 

cease to be trading can be assigned to the banking book, but cannot be de-designated under IFRS 

except under rare circumstances; held-for-trading under IFRS includes also the funding of trading, 

which is not the case for the trading book). 

• Derivatives held and designated for hedge accounting do not belong to the held-for-trading category 

under IFRS nor to the trading book, but are measured at fair value: 

- for derivative liabilities in hedge accounting the difference to the CRR is unambiguous, since these 

would not fall under assets according to Article 34;  
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- regarding derivative assets it can be argued that there is a distinction between assets and 

derivative assets according to Article 4 No. (50) c) versus (50) a), d) and e) and that thereby 

Article 34 does not refer to derivative assets; 

- since derivatives in hedge accounting are held to mitigate financial risks and can often be 

measured at mid prices – however, except for risks that are neither designated in hedge 

accounting nor are hedged or off-set by other financial instruments – the standard setter may 

have had the intend to exclude such derivative financial instruments (under local GAAP these 

derivative instruments are often treated off-balance, which might lead to a similar treatment) 

In a footnote, the Discussion Paper published in November 2012 mentioned specifically that positions 

which are valued by means of the lower of cost or market method (LOCOM) shall be exempt from the 

treatment under the prudent valuation approach. We would welcome it if this clarification were included 

again in a similar form also in the final draft.  

Furthermore, under German legislation, deductions for risk are to be made for some balance sheet posi-

tions (Section 340e (3) German local GAAP (HGB)); however they are not explicitly identical with the 

valuation adjustments mentioned in the CRR. Furthermore, the Funds for General Banking Risks has to be 

endowed with an annual amount of at least 10% of the trading book's net earnings (Section 340(e)(4) 

German GAAP). Under German GAAP, the haircuts for trading book positions valued at fair value are gen-

erally measured to the amount of the VaR. In these cases - in order to avoid double counting - the AVAs 

should only be included to the amount which exceeds the haircut level. This is due to the fact that this 

haircut for the uncertainty during the realisation of the trading result and the valuation adjustments are 

partly motivated by a similar objective. Hence, there should be a general clarification that the EBA’s re-

quirements do not present any additional requirements with regard to the valuation or moreover the allo-

cation of funds to the special item. Under the provisions of Art. 7 Nr. 3 (i.e. within the Core Approach) the 

CP does take into account that adjustments already considered for accounting purposes no longer need to 

be considered during the calculation of prudent values. This option should, however, be granted under 

both approaches, not just under the Core Approach. 

Currently, the Consultation Paper does not envisage any materiality thresholds concerning the valuation 

inputs that need to be taken into account. Hence, we suggest introducing these by way of analogy to the 

requirements under the IFRS framework. From our point of view, for pragmatic reasons, this would be 

very reasonable.   

We are missing a clear and explicit definition of the term “Fair Value” balance sheet treatment. Questions 

may arise what is exactly meant in this context. We assume the IFRS regime as basis (not German HGB). 

Furthermore in this context we assume not to refer to Hedge Fair Value, but instead on Full Fair Value. 

We are missing a clear guidance, how the potential risk of double counting of different AVAs and other 

regulatory requirements should be avoided. We see close connection between e.g. close out cost AVA and 

concentrated positions AVA as well as incremental risk charge. 
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We propose that a data quality hierarchy be established, that classifies data in to three levels (similar to 

IFRS fair value hierarchy). Level 1 would include data (a) to (c), level 2 data (d) to (f) and level 3 data 

form Art. 3 (3). For AVAs calculated using level 3 data the target level of certainty of 90% should be kept. 

In our view, for level 1 and 2 data the target could be relaxed (to 70% and 80%, respectively). This 

would be a natural incentive to source better data where available in the market.  

On 2 August 2013 the EBA startet the consultation of its discussion paper on “possible treatments of 

unrealised gains measured at fair value under Article 80 of the Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR)”. 

As prudent valuation will be applied to positions not only in the trading book but also in the banking book 

for the purposes of own funds it is of major importance to link this consultation paper and the discussion 

paper on unrealised gains. Otherwise we see the risk of double deduction from own funds. 

II. Specific Comments 

Q1. Do you agree with the minimum list of alternative methods and sources of information defined above 

for expert based approaches? If not, what others could be included, or which points from the current list 

should be removed? State your reasons. 

Article 3(1) sets out that, where institutions calculate AVAs on market data, they shall use the same 

market data used in independent price verifications (“IPV”). However, in general, only larger banks with 

active trading are able to draw upon an established IPV process. Hence, its existence cannot be taken for 

granted. The IPV process could serve as a means of orientation for the implementation – but this imple-

mentation should not be specified in an absolute and final manner. Paragraph 2 extends the scope of the 

market data used to the “full range of available and reliable data sources” and lists sources which should 

all be included. From our point of view, this definition is a source for concern on several counts.  

The language would imply that the bank would have to evaluate each and any of the sources listed for all 

valuation inputs. Hence, as a binding requirement, we feel that this list is excessive. In our view, the list 

as is can rather present a maximum list of possible sources. Whenever reliable data are being used, there 

should be no obligation to additionally draw upon less reliable data. From our point of view, whenever 

there is a liquid price, the use of consensus data or broker quotes for calculating the prudent value is 

inappropriate.  

Under Article 3.2., the wording “a full range of available and reliable data sources” should be specified in 

greater detail. The language suggests that the bank has to draw upon data from all market data provid-

ers. Even if only the “reliable” sources were used, there would be redundancies in terms of the data which 

generate costs and tie up resources without improving the results' quality.  

Especially sources which the bank does not use for valuation purposes at all (particularly consensus price 

services which are not being used for cost-benefit reasons) should not specifically have to be procured for 

this purpose. In terms of material costs and personnel costs, the integration of other sources or, moreo-

ver, also the participation in consensus pricing services would generally lead to a considerable additional 
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burden. At this point, the largest part of the additional cost would be incurred by the data procurement 

and data storage. As far as we can see, this bears no relation to the potential additional insights gained. 

From our point of view, there is a considerable danger of spending major amounts of money on the gen-

eration of spurious accuracy.  

In its IPV or its trade-independent valuation, every bank typically has a process in place which decides on 

the integration of market data sources on the basis of their quality, availability and appropriateness. De-

pending on the respective valuation input, this may be one or several sources. In practice, it is extremely 

unlikely that all sources listed under paragraph 2 will be used. The decision which sources shall be used 

should remain incumbent upon the bank. Based on the principle of proportionality, during the selection of 

the information sources we therefore advocate a greater degree of flexibility. In Germany, it is a common 

market practice, that auditors also audit the appropriateness of the sources used as a part of their audit 

of the financial statement. 

Regarding Art. 3 (3) we propose that central bank eligibility of bonds and corresponding haircuts defined 

by central banks in their collateral policy should be explicitly included. 

Q2. Do you agree with the introduction of a threshold below which a Simplified Approach can be applied 

to calculate AVAs? If so, do you agree that the threshold should be defined as above? State your reasons. 

Q3. Do you believe there are any practical issues with a parent institution being required to apply the 

‘Core Approach’ to all fair value positions whilst a subsidiary is allowed to apply the Simplified Approach? 

State your reasons. 

A Simplified Approach is welcomed given the lack of specifications and a number of methodological short-

comings inherent in the Core Approach.  

In its problem description, the EBA highlights that it is about the valuation of complex and illiquid prod-

ucts. However, this information cannot be culled from the pure amount of the fair value position. Hence, 

plans to introduce a threshold should generally be abandoned. Instead, all banks should be entitled to use 

the Simplified Approach.  

Should the EUR15 billion threshold (based on the sum of the fair valued assets and liabilities) be main-

tained, as an alternative regulatory choice the EBA might consider that identical positions which may be 

offset against each other in the Simplified Approach shall not count towards the threshold value, either.  

The threshold appears to be overly conservative in view of large institutions with only a small trading 

book or a relatively small position of fair valued instruments. We believe that the threshold could 

accommodate for these cases as follows: If fair valued positions exceed 15bn and 25% of total assets or 

exceed 50bn the institution applies the Core Approach. 

In addition, we suggest considering positions with clearly negligible valuation risk and off-setting 

valuation risk. For instance, positions cleared with CCPs might be considered as containing only negligible 

valuation risk.  
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Additionally, in order to avoid any misunderstanding, we suggest clarifying the verification of compliance 

with the threshold. The wording suggests that all fair value assets and liabilities have to be aggregated 

for this purpose. During the calculation of the AVAs, however, in the banking book – contrary to the trad-

ing book – there shall and must only be a predication on the positions held (c.f. above) meaning that in 

our view at this point merely assets can be used (particularly for determining the threshold of EUR15 

billion).  

Furthermore, due to the fact that they (c.f. above) do not have to be taken into account for the purposes 

of calculating the AVA, hedged positions (as part of hedging relationships/hedge accounting) have to be 

excluded from the calculation of the threshold.   

However, we feel it is not feasible that the parent uses the Core Approach and the subsidiaries potentially 

use the Simplified Approach. Due to the requirement that - within the group - the Core Approach would 

have to be applied to all positions, this would lead to a situation where subsidiaries will potentially be 

required to calculate on the basis of both approaches. Therefore, we would recommend allowing also at 

group level that subsidiaries which are eligible for use of the Simplified Approach may calculate their AVAs 

also for group purposes on the basis of the Simplified Approach.  

The IFRS 9 Rules envisage the measurement of financial instruments with certain features at fair value 

also in the absence of any intention to sell these financial instruments. Hence, the thresholds would at 

least have to be increased to a clearly higher level.  

AVAs should be waived for fair values in active markets (Level 1 of the IFRS Fair Value hierarchy). 

Due to the fact that many reasons which justify the valuation adjustments are not applicable at this 

juncture, as an alternative regulatory choice they should at least be subject to less stringent regula-

tion. This could for instance be implemented by breaking down the valuation inputs into a “Level 

1/2/3” categorisation, tying the target level of certainty to the respective level (e.g. 70% - 80% -

90% or 50% - 70% - 90%). 

Q4. Do you agree with the proposed Simplified Approach? Do you think the risk sensitiveness of the 

approach is appropriate? Are there alternative approaches that you believe would be more appropriate? 

State your reasons. 

Q5. Could a differentiated treatment for some asset/liability classes be considered, for example having 

regard to their liquidity? Please state the pros and cons of such a differentiation. How would you define 

the degree of liquidity of an asset/liability class (e.g. fair value hierarchy, eligibility for the LCR, other)? 

Naturally, the Simplified Approach can hardly be deemed risk sensitive. Particularly the assumed correla-

tion between “net unrealised profits” and AVAs is not immediately plausible in our view: The risk sensitivi-

ty of the unrealized gains is less obvious since it is a historical number. For instance, the unrealized profit 

could be locked-in by counter-balancing trades. In addition, the lifetime unrealized gain of a fair valued 

financial instrument is not required to be collected for other purposes in case fair value changes are 
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recognized in profit or loss. Hence, institutions may incur large implementation costs for deriving a 

number that is not risk sensitive. 

A 25% haircut has to be applied to the unrealised profit of the fair value positions. The term “unrealised 

profit” lacks any national and international standard definition; it also lacks a harmonised understanding. 

Whilst there is a quick consensus regarding an individual securities position (buying price 80, market val-

ue 90) it becomes difficult with regard to entire trading books featuring the most diverse products.  

Example 1: A closed swap book with valuation gains and valuation losses amounting to EUR1 billion each. 

The trading profit equals zero. Are the valuation profits unrealised and would a 25% haircut or, moreover, 

a haircut of EUR250 million have to be applied? In our understanding, in this case there is no need to 

create AVAs.  

Example 2: An open futures position (e.g. bund futures bought at 140, market value 144) with a profit of 

EUR1 million. Has the profit been realised because there has been an inflow in the form of variation mar-

gin or is it an unrealised profit because the position is still open? In our view this case does not require 

any AVAs.  

Example 3: A security (bought at 90, market value 95) was hedged either partly or in its entirety by an 

opposite position (swap, short holdings, future or similar). The security includes an unrealised profit of 5, 

the hedging position includes a loss of 5). The trading result equals zero. Would it be necessary to apply a 

25% haircut on this 5 and would this have to be deducted from capital? In our understanding, also in this 

case there will be no need for AVAs.  

Furthermore, valuation uncertainties exist not only in the field of unrealised profits but also in the field of 

losses. Hence, there should be no differentiation between profits and losses in return for the application of 

a lower percentage rate. This would also mitigate the arbitrary market driven volatility of capital deduc-

tions. In our view, the percentages for capital deductions are clearly too high and should be reviewed 

during the QIS.  

Furthermore, in the Simplified Approach there should be a clarification to the effect that also hedging 

relations shall be subsumed under the wording “matching, offsetting assets and liabilities” (Art. 5). 

Hence, when it comes to hedged transactions, neither the underlying transaction nor the hedging transac-

tion should have to be included. In order to avoid any misunderstanding, we suggest a more detailed 

definition of this wording.  

The Simplified Approach should not be conceived of as a sanction rule. This is due to the fact that the EBA 

itself assumes that “institutions with small fair value portfolios will typically be subject to limited valuation 

uncertainty”. The Simplified Approach should envisage the same logic and the same netting options as 

the Core Approach. 

We suggest to use a categorization of Level 1/2/3 fair value hierarchy and corresponding different 

methods to derive AVA. Level 1 instruments could be excluded from AVA determination due to its 
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inherent characteristic of highly liquid market prices. Level 2 and 3 instruments may be charged with 

different AVA corresponding to their market price reliability. Fair value hierarchy and the classification of 

instruments in the LCR calculation should be used in a consistent manner and should be consequently 

applicable in the classification of AVA requirements. In this context we again see a need to ensure a 

consistent treatment of different regulatory items. 

Q6. Do you agree with the approach defined above to calculate an AVA where the approaches in Articles 8 

to 16 are not possible for a valuation exposure? If not, what other approach could be prescribed? State 

your reasons. 

For us, this generally begs the question how valuation adjustments should be handled which cannot be 

subsumed under the value influencing factors set out under Articles 8 to 16. In order to avoid any misun-

derstanding, we suggest clarifying the policy which will have to be adopted in such cases.   

Generally, we hold the view that the fallback solution under Art. 7 is acceptable. However, we would like 

to question the use of the extremely high values. In our opinion, the approach specified under Art. 

7(4)(b), i.e. 10% of the nominal value is inappropriately high. As an alternative, we suggest an adjust-

ment as a percentage rate only (e.g. 25%), of the fair value adjustments that have already been carried 

out.  

In our preliminary understanding, a bank that is incapable of determining merely one single AVA category 

for a position will automatically have to apply the fallback approach described in Article 7(4). We hold the 

view that this is excessive. A regulatory alternative choice the EBA might consider is allowing a combina-

tion of the Core Approach and the fallback solution if and when merely individual AVA categories cannot 

be determined.  

We therefore suggest that institutions should not be required to calculate AVAs for those valuation 

inputs that according to a cost-benefit-analysis (immateriality) give rise to valuation exposures that 

account for less than 1% of the total valuation exposure or less than EUR1 billion in absolute terms. 

Q7. Do you agree with the approaches defined above to calculate AVAs for market price uncertainty, 

close-out costs, and unearned credit spreads? If not, what other approach could be prescribed? State 

your reasons. 

If there is firm evidence of a tradable price or if a price can be determined from reliable data based on a 

liquid, two-way market and if there is no indication of any material market valuation uncertainty, the 

market price uncertainty AVA shall be assessed to have zero value (Article 8). There should be a clarifica-

tion that these requirements are in any case fulfilled on a permanent basis in the event of an active mar-

ket / level 1 valuation in line with the IFRS fair value hierarchy.  
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Article 8 (2a) and article 9 (2) refer to “firm evidence of a tradable price”. We kindly ask to 

specify what we should subsume under “firm evidence of a tradable price” (e.g. all sources of market 

data from article 3 (2a-c)?). 

Article 8 (5a1) specifies that market price uncertainty AVAs can be computed on the basis of exit 

prices. In our opinion, in doing so, this also implicitly yields a close-out cost AVA. This should be 

clarified in the RTS. 

Article 9 (2) implies that where there is no uncertainty of market mid prices and the corresponding 

AVA has been set to zero according to Article 8 (2), the close-out cost AVA may be assessed to have 

zero value. We think that even if mid prices may be found in a very tight range, that does not imply 

the absence of bid and/or ask prices different from mid prices. Therefore we would like to question 

the connection made between Articles 9 (2) and 8 (2). 

In the assessment of market price uncertainties or close-out costs (Art. 8 and 9), we assume that the 

spectrum of a valuation input (e.g. by observation of the data from Composite Reuters Instrument Codes 

(RICs)) may be estimated within a reasonable period of time/intra-day; this is due to the fact that, more 

likely than not, the various contributors represent independent data sources.  

In article 9 there is no clear statement whether close-out cost AVA are assumed to have zero value when 

the position’s price already reflects bid-offer close-out spreads. We would welcome an additional 

statement, that based on a fair value approach with exit prices (Bid- or Offer-side dependent on the 

position) in the IFRS P&L there is no further need to consider close-out cost AVA. 

The hurdles for a reduction of the number of parameters for market price uncertainty and close-out costs 

are inappropriately high. Along with Articles 8 and 9, this particularly also applies to the provisions under 

Article 20 which have to be seen as preconditions for a reduction.  

Under Indent 21, the Discussion Paper explicitly clarifies that no prudent values would have to be calcu-

lated for DVAs due to the fact that these do not enter the own funds calculation. This provision was fit for 

purpose. Yet, this clause is absent from the Consultation Paper. Notwithstanding that the Consultation 

Paper only refers to CVAs (Art. 10), we suggest including this clause in the forthcoming standard in the 

form of a footnote.  

By way of analogy to the DVAs, under the provisions of Article 33(1) CRR the results from hedging trans-

actions for cash flows (from so-called cash flows hedges) posted in the IFRS equity shall be eliminated 

from own funds. In our view, by way of analogy to the DVAs, to this end it will neither be necessary to 

calculate any AVAs nor to eliminate them from own funds. This is another aspect which should be reflect-

ed in the final RTS.  

We suggest clarifying that (with regard to the CVA) no double counting takes place. In our preliminary 

understanding, provided it was not already taken into account in the CVA itself, it is merely necessary to 
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recognise the uncertainty of the CVA. Furthermore, we assume that the adjustments in the probability of 

default do not have to be taken into account.  

In addition to this, we wonder whether the market price uncertainty and the model risk have to be taken 

into account during the calculation of the expected future exposures.  

Q8. Do you agree with the approaches defined in Articles 11 to 16 to calculate the various categories of 

AVAs? If not, what other approach could be prescribed for each AVA? State your reasons. 

In Article 12 (2) the RTS specifies that the time horizon for the market risk measure used to calculate 

own funds requirements (in the trading book) should be used in the calculation of the concentrated posi-

tion AVA. The requirement not only applies to the trading book but also to all fair valued positions in the 

banking book. Positions in the banking book are not held to be traded within a 10 day horizon. In our 

view, therefore, the time horizon for calculation of the AVA for banking book fair valued positions should 

be considerably enlarged. (Please see also our comment in relation to the LCR in our response to Q13.). 

Otherwise, we would also like to point out that there would be additional discrimination of fair-valued 

assets held in the banking book vis-à-vis (illiquid) loans. 

Regarding article 13 we strongly believe that the general requirement to calculate an AVA for funding and 

investment cost is misguided. The prudent price of a derivative is already accounted for via a fair value 

credit valuation adjustment plus the requirements in article 10 of the RTS for an ACVA. Investing and 

funding cost (or funding valuation adjustment) is not part of a (prudent) market price. Rather it is an 

internal profit hurdle, that institutions use in deciding whether or not to enter a trade. It also relies on the 

business strategy of an institution, whether it intends to hedge a derivatives trade and if so, if it chooses 

a counterparty with which a collateral agreement is agreed or not. Take for example a German 

government bond with a short term, where the market price corresponds to a yield of zero percent. 

Institutions will not be able to fully finance this position in the market so that they can achieve 

profitability by holding the government bond to maturity. Still the market price is the market price and a 

prudent value of the bond position will not take account of article 13 of the RTS, since it is not a 

derivative (however, this mismatch will be accounted for in funds transfer pricing systems). In the same 

manner, then, the value of a derivative which an institution enters with the German government should 

not be written down due to funding costs, which the institution incurs in its financing operations 

(accounting: liabilities). Institutions should be aware whether they incur a profit or a loss in entering such 

a trade, but the asset side of the balance sheet should not be valued according to positions an institution 

may enter or not on the liability side. Allowing an institutions funding spread to determine the valuation 

of its assets could potentially lead to a self-reinforcing vicious cycle, spiralling an institution into 

insolvency. Still, in entering a running derivatives trade with positive market value (possibly against a 

less refined counterparty), some institutions, instead of using market credit spreads, use their theoretical 

funding costs alongside historical PDs for the counterparty in order to calculate a price, treating the 

derivative effectively like a loan. However, this is just a different pricing approach (production costs in 

absence of a transparent and liquid market) and there is no overlap to the fair valued market value of the 

derivative. Therefore, in the RTS there should be incorporated a clause, which qualifies the requirement 
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to calculate an investing and funding AVA. The AVA should only be calculated for derivatives positions, for 

which institutions have not already calculated an (additional) credit value adjustment (based on market 

credit spread information).  

Concerning Article 14 calculation of future administrative costs, we believe that article 14 (1) is 

confusing. Where a close-out cost AVA is calculated based on bid-ask-spreads for example, this already 

covers transaction and administrative costs and is indicative of the existence of a market for the valuation 

instrument. Therefore, we believe that a future administrative cost AVA should only be calculated, where 

a close-out cost AVA cannot be calculated (since there is no market or other relevant valuation input) and 

the valuation instrument is likely to remain on an institution’s books until maturity. We suggest that EBA 

include a qualification concerning this matter into Article 14. A possible way to go forward would be to tie 

the calculation of this AVA for administrative costs to instruments that are marked-to-model using 

unobservable inputs (level 3 in what concerns IFRS). Additionally, we would like EBA to clarify on which 

market data other than exit prices a close-out cost AVA could be calculated. 

Q9. Are there cases where the above AVAs may have a zero value that could be defined in the RTS? If 

yes, please specify. 

Under the provisions of Art. 11, model risks shall be taken into account as AVA. Depending on the posi-

tion in need of valuation, model risk can manifest itself in various shapes and forms. By way of example, 

at this point we would like to mention: correlation risk, basis risks, recovery risks, dividend risks. For us, 

this begs the question how this diversity of model risks can be quantified within the meaning of the AVA. 

This also applies to the option of extracting a series of plausible parameters from an alternative, suitable 

model, a calibration approach or an expert estimate.   

Furthermore, in order to avoid any misunderstanding, we would welcome further explanations as to the 

meaning of model calibrations “other than calibration from market derived parameters” (Art. 11(1)).  

Regarding the determination of relevant instruments for concentrated positions AVA we suggest to 

exclude at least Level 1 positions of the Basel III Liquidity Coverage Ratio classification as these 

instruments are deemed to be of highest liquidity. Consequently no material differences between the fair 

value of these positions and the potential exit price are expected. This is also expected for certain non-

Level 1 assets with comparable market liquidity assumptions due to comparable risk and background 

(e.g. business development banks). 

We assume the observable size of Bid-Offer spreads in combination with the average daily traded volume 

of a financial instrument may also serve as an indicator of the concentration level. Resulting we would 

suggest to include the “average daily traded volume” additionally in Article 3 – Sources of market data. In 

cases of a consequent application of wider Bid-Offer spreads in the calculation of close-out cost AVA 

would imply a certain part of the concentrated positions AVA already included in another AVA category 

(Article 9 – Calculation of close-out cost AVA). Further guidance on how to avoid these risks of double-

counting some parts in different AVA categories would be welcomed in the RTS. 
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Regarding the estimation of a prudent exit period, a distinction between trading book positions and 

banking book positions should be allowed. Presumably the exit period in the banking book could be longer 

than in tha trading book as positions are held for different reasons. 

The Funding Valuation adjustments (FVA) are being discussed in a controversial manner within the indus-

try and the scientific community. However, Article 13 fails to achieve a uniform consideration of the fund-

ing costs and funding benefits for uncollateralised derivatives. This is due to the fact that the application 

of different approaches continues and that still no standard has emerged. Furthermore, it remains unclear 

how expected funding costs shall be taken into account as AVA.   

We would appreciate a clarification: Does Article 13 (1) of the Consultation Papers refer to the inappro-

priate valuation (valuation framework) of collateralised derivatives (e.g. non-application of an OIS-based 

yield curve hierarchy in the valuation of collateralised positions)? 

From Art. 14 (1) it becomes apparent that the AVA for future administrative cost shall not become appli-

cable if close-out costs AVA have already been taken into account on the basis of Bid/Ask-Spreads – i.e. 

exit prices – of the yield curve instruments. In order to avoid any misunderstanding, we would appreciate 

a confirmation of this preliminary understanding. 

We believe that not every AVA will be relevant for every product and hence would welcome a clause in 

the RTS saying that institutions should define which AVAs are applicable and will be calculated for the 

products they hold and include this in their auditable documentation. Additionally, please also see our 

answers to Q8 regarding articles 13 and 14. 

Furthermore, concerning the possibility to disaggregate market price uncertainty AVA and close-out cost 

AVA it is worth noting a peculiarity in the proposed calculation method (Article 8 (5a No. 1). During the 

application, cases have occurred where the calculation of the prudent values in two stages using the 

components 1) market price uncertainty AVA and 2) close-out cost AVA led to a lower value than the val-

ue of the lowest underlying bid price used. We are of the opinion that, in these cases, it would be more 

constructive to calculate market price uncertainty and close-out costs in one computational step as a 90% 

quantile directly to the bid prices. Yet, at the same time this begs the question how the respective result 

should be allocated to the factors market price uncertainty and / or close-out costs. We advocate in fa-

vour of a solution where, based on assessments made by experts, the amount may respectively be allo-

cated on a pro rata basis to said two AVA categories.   
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Bond example:  

AVA market price uncertainty: 

   BID   ASK    MID  

A   87,693   93,794   90,744 

B   88,000   90,000   89,000 

C   85,000   87,000   86,000 

D   88,000   92,000   90,000 

      Average   88,936 

      90% Quantile  86,900 

AVA close-out cost: 

   BID   ASK    Bid-Ask  

A   87,693   93,794   6,101 

B   88,000   90,000   2,000 

C   85,000   87,000   2,000 

D   88,000   92,000   4,000 

      Average   3,525    

      90% Quantile  5,471 

Market price uncertainty (90% Quantile)  = 86.9 

Close-out costs (90% Quantile)  = 5,471 

Prudent Value = 86.9 – (5.471 / 2) = 84,165 versus lowest bid price of 85,000 

Q10. Do you agree with the approach defined above for the aggregation of valuation exposure level AVAs 

within the market price uncertainty and close-out cost AVA categories? If not, what other approach could 

be prescribed? State your reasons. 

We do not agree with Article 17 (3b), since valuation uncertainty will be greatest exactly where 

there is more than one valuation input, due to complexity. The 50 %-number seems incomprehensi-

ble. We would appreciate an adjustment of the percentage rate or, at least, a cogent explanation for 

the level at which this percentage rate is set.   
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Q11. Do you agree that category level AVAs described in Articles 11 to 16 within the Core Approach 

should be aggregated as a simple sum? If not, what other approach could be prescribed? State your 

reasons. 

Whilst we welcome the consideration of diversification effects (Art. 17) it is, however, difficult to work 

out empirically. Notwithstanding the foregoing, banks should be granted the right to calculate these ef-

fects on the basis of internal approaches that are fit for purpose and subject to regular reviews.  

Q12. Do you agree with the requirement for institutions using the Core Approach to implement the above 

ongoing monitoring tool as an indicator of the adequacy of data sources of valuation inputs used to 

calculate the AVAs described in Articles 8 to 10? If not, what other approach could be prescribed? State 

your reasons. 

Article 20(2) and (3) merely refer to reduced valuation inputs. In order to avoid any misunderstanding, 

we would appreciate an explicit clarification that banks which do not reduce the number of parameters of 

the valuation input shall be exempt from the requirements set out thereunder.  

Furthermore, paragraphs 2 and 3 should be specified in greater detail. Unless they have already been 

defined under Article 2, we would welcome definitions of the terms used in Article 20(2) and 20(3). It is 

also unclear what is meant by “valuation inputs that match the contractual price”.  

We have difficulties in comprehending the rationale for the interpolation proposed under paragraph 3(c) 

and (d). We would welcome an explanatory example.  

Q13. Do you agree with our analysis of the impact of the proposals in this CP? If not, can you provide any 

evidence or data that would explain why you disagree or might further inform our analysis of the likely 

impacts of the proposals. 

Referring to the speech by Andrew Haldane, Bank of England, from 19th December 2011, the 

accounting of assets should not be separated from the source of their funding or “holding ability”, 

respectively. Given forthcoming regulatory initiatives regarding Liquidity Coverage Ratio, Net Stable 

Funding Ratio and the trading-book review (in particular the proposed new rules concerning 

separation of banking vs. trading book and the introduction of “liquidity horizons”), we strongly 

believe that Prudent valuation rules should be fine-tuned to the other initiatives so that bank 

regulation in its entirety would be consistent. In particular, once the new rules will be applied, 

“holding ability” will be dramatically strengthened and the realisation of only less beneficial outcomes 

(e.g. “fire-sale prices”) will be less likely. Therefore we also think that in cases where institutions can 

demonstrate that their assets are fully funded (to maturity), there should not be a requirement for 

prudent valuation. We also see the danger that the proposed rules in fact push institutions to classify 

their assets in a “loans and receivables” category where it is possible to evade the requirement to 

value them prudently as well as to forego the added information that comes with fair value. Historical 
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cost, in this regard, is less informative and insensitive to the signals market prices emit, which 

hampers managements’ decision-making. 

From the analysis of the “impact of the proposals” in 5.2.14-18 in our view an important issue is 

missing. EBA did not address the future enlarged volatility of bank capital. To date bank capital 

varies with the variation in the fair values of its assets. When crisis looms, on account of the target 

level of certainty, prudent value will be far more volatile than fair value given ever more disparate 

data for valuation inputs (pro-cyclicality). At the same time, even the problem definition in 5.2.4 is 

somewhat flawed, since EBA recurs to a notion of “true realisable value”: A bank may opt NOT to 

realise value. It may particularly opt so in cases where asset prices fall, but sufficient funding is 

available to hold the concerned assets on its books, acting in fact like a long-term investor who looks 

“through-the-cycle”. In this context we would like to encourage EBA to rethink its definition and its 

understanding of the essence of prudence in valuation. The dictionary gives a good definition of the 

meaning of the word “prudent” [see http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/prudent]: “wise or 

judicious in practical affairs; sagacious; discreet or circumspect; sober; carful in providing for the 

future; provident”. Thus, the requirement in CRR for a “prudent valuation” also encompasses the 

requirement for a “sober and circumspect valuation”. 

We strongly believe that bank capital should not be too tightly tied to the whims of the market, 

which is driven not only by (intrinsic) value, but also by (market) liquidity. When liquidity is pushed 

into markets and prices go up, valuations should be conservative, but on the other hand, when 

liquidity evaporates, valuations should be allowed to become more “aggressive” in the sense that 

they should more accurately reflect intrinsic value instead of market doom. Applying prudent 

valuation in its proposed form bears the risk of aggravating a deteriorating situation. In the recent 

financial crisis, prudent valuation requirements would have led to significant intensification of stress 

in the banking sector. In a steep market downturn, therefore, prudent valuation requirement should 

be enriched with a countercyclical measure, allowing for mid or even ask prices to be used in 

prudent, i.e. sober and circumspect valuation. The conception of a prudent value then would entail 

distrusting the markets “animal spirits” where herd-like behaviour prevails and liquidity dissipates. 

Measures that could be incorporated into the rules in order to install a “relief valve” could be, for 

example: 

• Bloomberg’s Relative Strength Index which measures the momentum of a security’s price to 

determine if it is an overbought or an oversold condition and connecting this to valuation; 

• comparing the current level of some volatility index (e.g. VIX) to its long-run average and 

relaxing prudent valuation requirements once certain thresholds are breached;  

• indices calculated by central banks, such as the “St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank Financial Stress 

Index” could be used to set “dynamic target levels of certainty”. 

We believe that our proposed notion of prudence is fully in line with Capital Requirements Regulation 

articles 105 (1) and (5). The benefits of such a notion of prudence would be a better recognition of 

the intrinsic virtues of fair valued financial instruments as a liquidity resource (in contrast to loans, 
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for example), counter-cyclical regulatory impulses and increased bank capital stability. Indeed, to 

address the procyclicality of the financial system by, for example, stipulating the accumulation of 

buffers in “good times” so that these can be drawn down in “bad times” is a crucial component of the 

macroprudential approach. Tools which are already used in this regard include countercyclical capital 

buffers or dynamic loan loss provisioning. 

An issue we miss from the impact analysis is the complexity of the RTS and the complexity the RTS adds 

to management reporting, bank controlling and auditing. Interpretation of the rules governing prudent 

valuation, implementation of systems and processes and auditing a prudent valuation approach will 

potentially and likely increase the differences across banks and will also add complexity to regulators and 

auditors alike. 

 

Yours faithfully,  

For the German Banking Industry Committee 

 

 

 
Dr. Martin Lippert  Dr. Silvio Andrae  
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